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UOP mourns losS of Vice-President
By Eric Swenson
Staff Writer

Memorial Services will be held
this afternoon for Clifford J. Hand,
the courageous UOP Academic Vice
President who died Tuesday night after a ten month battle with cancer. He
was 61.
·
Today's college classrooms
Hand
was
born
in Iowa, and
contain "a new kind of student" never forgot the traditional values of
more serious,
self-confident,
America's heartland. Words that
religious, better organized and
colleagues
used to describe him
more career-minded than in the
following his death included "ext960s, says a new study by a
traordinary touch," "academic," and
California researcher.
"a teacher."
The survey of 16,700 CaliforThat last phrase was probably
nia students from the 1960s
how
Cliff Hand would prefer to hear
through 1983 found they are less
hims~lf described. He got his B.A.
spontaneous, impulsive, likely to
from
Cornell,
his
master's
question authority and creative.
degree from Harvard, and a Ph.D . in
Researcher Mary Regan of the
English from the University of
University of California, Davis
Chicago. Hand came to UOP in 1947,
said today's students "are not
after
teaching at Cornell, Valparaiso
going to question as much, but
University,
and the Universities of
they will move in and bring
Illinois and Chicago. He was, by his
positive change.
own admission, first, last, and always
an English professor. During his
tenure at Pacific, he studied at the
Sorbonne in France and received the
prestigious
Fulbright
Visiting
Professor
honor
twice.
The U.S. battleship New JerIn-1969, Hand became associate
sey, its huge guns capable of
dean
at College of the Pacific, and
hurling a one-ton shell 20 miles,
became Dean of the College in 1973.
arrived off the coast of Beirut,
He was named Academic Vice
Sunday as Lebanese troops battled
President the following year.
Moslem
Shiite
and
Druse
When
StaQ.ley
McCaffrey
militiamen with artillery and
became
president
of
Rotary
Intermachine guns.
national
in
1981,
the
Board
of
RegenThe arrival of the 887 foot
ts named Hand Acting President. It
WWWW""'-ii.A.I~"""'"""'~I'INIMOMMII vessel
vastly
increased
the
was at this time that many students
firepower of the U.S. naval force
came to know Hand as "the man who
off Beirut. U.S. Navy officials said
eliminated Winter Term." Hand ofthe New Jersey will be able to shell
ten remarked at the irony of his
anti-government artillery positions
association with the elimination of
that have hammered targets
Winter Term, for few, if any of his
tuound
the
U.S.
Marine
•
critics knew that it was Hand who
peacekeeping force, based at the
assisted
in implementing Winter
international airport, and other
,~larts of the capital.
Meanwhi)e, the nervous ceasc>fire·
in holding, cooling ott Lebanon's
dvil war as well as congressional
opposition ~o the continued
By Julia Stevenson
presence here of U.S. Marines.
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Loggins on the way to Spanos

New students

Ship Joins Fight

Term in the early 1970's.
Cliff Hand was told he had can<~er in December of 1982, and spent
!leveral months alternating between
Stockton and Stanford Medical Center for chemotherapy. Although the
treatments left him weak, he never
l·ost his optimism or stamina. Despite
doctor's wishes, Hand continued to
vvork as often as possible in his
Knoles Hall office until September
20. His condition at that time took a
turn for the worse, and he entered St.
Joseph's Hospital in Stockton.
Cliff Hand suffered from lymphoma, which occurred in the form
of a tumor centered in the lymph
nodes. In August, Hand was told that
chemotheraphy was no longer
working, and would have to undergo
radiation treatment, which started
early this month.
Perhaps the closest person to
Hand at UOP was Randy Bass, a
UOP student who graduated in 1981
and currently serves as Assistant
Director of Admissions for the
universiy. Bass took an independent
study course from Hand his senior
year. During Hand's illness Bass often drove the Vice-President to Stanford for treatments. Bass said yesterday that "he had the ability to glide in
and out of the worlds of the ideal and
the practical. With every pragmatic
decision he made, you could always
tell he had the ideal decision in his
heart."
In a statement released Wednesday, President McCaffrey hailed
Hand as ''the quintessence of the
academic man. He was a scholar and
teacher in the finest tradition and was
an extraordinarily capable administrator."
Another close friend of Hand's
was Vice President Judith Chambers,"
who says Hand "was not only a close
personal friend. but a close

professional friend as. well. He was
tremendously loyal to· UOP, and
always made decisions with the best
interests ofthe university in mind."
Dean of Admissisons E. Leslie
Medford noted that "although he
was your boss, he was always a friend
and colleague. He was, most likely,
the most popular man on campus.
Whether you agreed with him or not,
he had a knack of endin~ a meeting
on a good, friendly note."
COP Dean Roy Whiteker concurs with Medford. "Cliff was one of
the nicest people I ever worked for.
He truly wanted to do the right thing
all the time without hurting anybody.
He wanted everyone to win."
Dr. Lee Fennell, Dean of
Institutional Research and University
registrar, served under Hand as Acting Assistant Academic Vice
President. Fennell called Hand "a
man of great insight, boundless
energy, and contagious enthusiasm
whose life was totally dedicated to the
betterment of UOP. Cliff was a man
of grace, wit, and charm who was
always a joy to work with whatever
the task."
Hand taught in UOP's English
Department for 14 years. One of his
colleagues during that time was Arlen
Hansen, who mentioned that "one
thing that needs to be said about Clifford was that he was a good teacher.
Whether he was speaking in a class,
,~neeting, or anywhere, when he got
up to speak, there was a thrill of anticipatory excitement, because you
knew something good was coming."
"He never used language to
disguise or for slight-of-hand. He
used language brilliantly, to shape an
idea."
Hand was renowned for helping
people in many different ways.
(continued on page 4, column 2)
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U. 0. P. is saddened by the death ofDr. Clifford Hand.

Students assist in presenting image of Pacific
Staff Writer

Speedy checks
Banks were warned Wednmday that unless they modernize
and speed up the way they clear
ch1!:cks so customers can have use
of their money, Congress will fore~
ref,orms on them.
Bankers and the Federal
Res,erve Board Vice Chairman
Pre5,ton Martin admitted to a
SenELte subcommittee that con- '
sum,ers are unhappy with bank
foot draggmg - sometimes for
weeks - in clearing checks.
The subcommittee is considen\ ng a bill to require banks to
pay ht,\terest once they get word the
check has cleared.

Watt stays
lm terior Secretary James Watt
on the job today, and
presidential advjser Ed Meese said
Tuesda'~, that President Reagan
"consid., ers the case closed."
Wa1tt has been under pressure
from cril tics and some members of
Congres!l to quit since his controversial remarks last week about
members of a government paneL

remain!~

Sat ~est control
A WOl nan's safest plan for
bearing ch. ildren while avoiding_.
unwanted Pi regnancies would be to
' use birth ,~ ·ontrol pills for f~ur
Years, have children in her mtd20s, then persuade her husband to
have a vast~ ctomy, says a study
released yesb~ :rday.
The study, Making Chofces,
by the Alan 1Guttmacher Instttute
of New York. City, suggests using
the pill for four years to ~et
maximum pr<l\':ection from ovartan
cancer each yt~lilr.

There
are
presently
two
programs in operation at UOP, which
involve using stud-ents to familiarize
potential students with the campus
and all that it has to offer. The two
programs, the host/hostess program
and the tour guides, both under the
direction of Ms. Anne Seed. Seed is a
1980 UOP graduate who returned to
the campus this past summer to fill
the ·newly created position of assistant

director of admissions for faculty,
alumni, and student admissions
assistant programs.
"Both of these programs are run
entirely on avolunteer basis. We have
no requirements to be either a host or
a tour guide." Seed explained, "We
just like to have students who have
warm, friendly personalities and who
are enthused about UOP and what
goes on here."
"We know that our campus is a
big selling point for the school and
the goal of these programs is to give

our guests a positive experience while
they are here."
When asked what made her
decide to become a hostess, senior
Karen Klein replied, "I became a
hostess basically because I enjoy
showing this campus and shanng my
excitement about UOP with others. I
think this is a very valuable experience
because by having to tell about
something, like your school, makes
you take a deeper look at the good
and bad qualities of it, and that
makes you appreciate it more,'' she
continued. "This is my second year
of being a hostess and I would urge
anyone o get involved with it. It's a
great opportunity to meet a lot of new
people and the training session will
teach you a lot of things about the
school you probably wouldn't know
otherwise."

The time involved with being a
host includes spending dinner with
their guests in a UOP dining facility
and opening their room to them for
the night. The housing office will
provide the host with a mattress and
linens for the guest and the admissions office provides the meal
pass. The number of guests a host can
expect to receive will vary depending
on the time of year, but will usually
range from once a week to once a
month.
The time involved for tour
guides is more predictable. There are
two tours given daily at 11 am and 2
pm, with a: third one at 1 pm on
Fridays. Students volunteer for the
times that best fit into their schedules.
All of the time slots have been
filled with a guide and an alternative
to date, but the program still has

room for anyone who would like to
volunteer as a substitute t>r guide for
special days such as open house.
Although the students who
volunteer for these programs do not
receive any formal pay for their efforthe hosts do receive $50 off their
room and board per semester. "We
don't consider their type of pay, just
a toke of our appreciation for their
time and effort," Seed explained.
"We realize that this can be a bit of
an incovenience at times, but it can
also be a very rewarding experience."
There is still room in both
programs for interested students to
volunteer their time in. Anyone who
has an interest in becoming either a
host or a tour guide should make an
appointment to speak with Anne Seed
in the Office of Admissions.

Dance ·move a misinterpr~tation
By Dana Axelrod
Staff Writer

President Stanley McCaffrey
stated Monday that the three week
deadline for the relocation of the
dance program was an unfortunate
misinterpretation of his letter to Vice
President Clifford Hand. It was a
copy of this letter that prompted
COP Dean Roy Whiteker to alert Dr.
William Wolak, chairman of the
Drama Department which encompasses the dance program, of the
sudden decision to transfer use of
Anderson Hall from the dance
program
to
the
School
of
Engineering.
President McCaffrey said that
the letter only stated that steps should
be taken within the next three weeks
to make space available in Anderson
Hall, as needed, to begin the planning
stage of its conversion to School of
Engineering classrooms and offices.
Dancers will not be moved out of the
hall until spring semester when recortstruction should begin.

The President guaranteed that
the dance program would not be left
without a satisfactory studio. He
stated that, "There is no question
that a new facility will be provided
for dance, to be made available by
next semester. I value dahce and the
interests of students in it and want to
provide an adequate facility." Work
on adapting a new studio will take
place during Christmas vacation so as
not to disrupt presently scheduled
classes. Funding for the project will
come out of the university's budget.
Dr. Wolak and Dean Whiteker
met with an architect on Thursday to
discuss the alternate locations that
have been suggested. Dr. Wolak still
feels that of those suggested so far,
only the South Campus Gym could be
converted into an adequate dance
studio. According to Wolak, "It's
not a splendid solution, but it is a
feasible one. It has a good floor."
The gym would still have to have bars
and mirrors installed, dressing rooms
and restroom facilities built, its walls
and doors secured, and most impor-

tantly, the dance program would have
to be guaranteed exclusive control
over scheduling.
Dr. Wolak and others involved
in the dance program have always
known that the Anderson Dance
Studio was only a temporary facility
and that eventually it would become
part of the School of Engineering.
What worried them was the suddenness with which the decision to.
relocate the program was made, but
because final enrollment is not known
until two weeks into the semester
President McCaffrey said there was
no way for him to have foreseen such
a dramatic increases in the numbers
of engineering students.
Although he emphasizes the
necessity for making space available
for the School· of Engineering, the
President also states, "I do not
minimize the importance of dance.''
A concerted effort is being made by
all those involved to find a suitable
location for the new dance studio that
will satisfy all of the programs
requirements.
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EDITORIAL
Pacific
Talks

.CIP Director gives
her view of hot issue
Mary Ransom

for that ·matter. Therefore, it is incumbent on the ASUOP Senators to
On the street •.•with Elisa Kayser
As Acting Executive Director of go on a fact finding mission themPhotographs by Lester Yamublta
the
Community
Involvement selves so that they can deal with the
Program (CIP), I am responsible for issue effectively and responsibly. (2)
ensuring that CIP students are treated How has ASUOP's contribution of
If you could change anything
equitably by all segments of the cam- waiving the student body fee helped
about UOP what would it be?
pus community. In this capacity, I the CIP students in the past? CIP
became disheartened when I received reiterates the Tripartite Agreement
a letter from Mr. Scott Vila, ASUOP which involved UOP in the comPresident, dated August 10, 1983 (but munity of Stockton and made access
did not reach me until August IS) that to UOP a reality for low income
he had instructed the Finance students. One has to remember that
Division to charge CIP students the attending a college or university is
$75.00 ASUOP fee without con- suppose to prepare a person to deal
sulting the administration of CIP more effectively with themselves, the
This Presidential arbitrary decision society they live in and with the
indicated that Mr. Vila was backing challenges they have to face in life.
out of the tripartite agreement which Part of the college experience is
brought the Community Involvement student activities. By providing the
Program into existence at the Univer- ClP student with the opportunity to
participate in ASUOP sponsored acsity of the Pacific.
I want Mr. Vila and the ASUOP tivities, if he or she so chooses, like
Senators to consider the message they any other student, ASUOP is helping
want to send to the Stockton com- to broaden the student's college exmunity as regards to its low income perience and ultimately his/her life
(3) What is CIP's
members coming to the University of experience.
Kevin Crawl
the Pacific to receive a college message to ASUOP, the Senators and
Sophomore
education. In a "Democratic Society" the University-at-large? CIP wants
SBPA
provision is always made for those the University to understand that for
persons with less economic means to many members of the Stockton
"I would change the alcohol policy
enjoy the benefits of the society. CIP community, but in particular the low
because even though all of my
would want each Senator to use income community, attending UOP
friends are alcoholics it doesn't
his/ her analytical skills to look at the seems like an unobtainable goal. By
mean the whole campus would
issue of "unfair fee structuring" (Mr. all three sectors of the UOP combecome alcoholics if the adterm) with an extremely critical munity, i.e., students, faculty and
ministration were a little more
eye, i.e.. What is the effect of the administration committing thempragmatic.
selves to access for low income
waivin~ of the fee for a few on the entire student body?; It is a major issue students into UOP it has become an
for the student body? ; and Why the obtainable goal for many low income
desire to move so hastily on an issue and ethnic minority students. CIP
that for some students and staff is of wants the UOP community, students
such high emotional value? The in particular, to understand that apstudent members of the Pacific proximately 1,000 CIP students have
Students Association (PSA), the been through UOP in nearly a fifteen
faculty and the adminstration in 1969 year period. Many of the students
made a commitment to involve them- who benefited from an education at
UOP have returned to the low income
selves in the Stockton community.
The Board of Regents/ Ad- community in Stockton and they are
ministration committed to pay up to making significant contributions to
901tfo tuition remission scholarships to the growth and development of the
CIP students. The Acaaem1c coun- low income community. In addition,
cil/Faculty committed to have larger many of these persons hold jobs with
class sizes to include CIP students the State of California, San Joaquin
and not ask for a raise in pay nor hire County and with local government.
additional faculty as a result of in- Without the commitment that was
Karen Shackelford
creased class size.
The Pacific made by PSA, faculty and the Board
Senior
Students Association (now know as of Regents/ Administration, they
Urban Affairs
ASUOP ) committed to exempt CIP would have had the benefit of an
students from the $75.00 student education in Stockton at UOP.
"I would definitly make a track
body fee. This was done at a time CIP wants the University to underteam. Since my freshman year I
when ethnic minority student stand that we know that we live in
just naturally assumed that all
enrollment at the University of the precarious economic times and that
colleges had track teams. I've been
Pacific was .03% and few, if an)', of education
has
been
affected
a long distance runner and a sprinthese students were from the low in- significantly by government cutbacks
ter in high school and now its hard
come Stockton community. In essen- and spending, however, we still think
for me not to have that outlet that
ce, you had a very poor town and it is a good investment to invest in the
I enjoy so much.''
gown relationship because the only future of low income people. (4)
four-year college available to the low What has been the response from the
income residents of Stockton was Stockton community in regard to
priced out of their reach. What Mr. ASUOP actions? I have received
Vila describes as an inequitable fee numerous telephone calls from
structure upon close scrutiny is not, leaders in the Stockton community.
in fact, inequitable at all. What the Unanimously, they have asked
1969 Pacific Students Association me, "What is going on? What are
came to understand and what the those people doing to our program?
current leadership of ASUOP refuses Why are they trying to charge CIP
to concede is that without special students more money?" The people
provisions being made--the members in the community are concerned.
of the low income community in Community people are also asking
Stockton could not attend UOP. The me if I think this is a "omen" of what
Community in Stockton could not at- we can expect from the University's
tend UOP. The Community In- administration. They want to know
volvement Program mc.t'nt UOP's in- if this is the first signal that ''special
volvement in the Stockton com- programs" may no longer be
munity through tuition remission, welcome at UOP.
Greg Sebulsky
larger class size and waiver of the
In closing, I think the most
Sophomore
PSA (ASUOP) fee.
equitable solution to what became an
SBPA
At this point, I would like to ad- inequitable solution due to what we
dress some questions the student believe was lack of "due process" is
"1 wot~ld move the campus to L.A.
body may have concerning this issue:
to form an Ad Hoc Committee to inYou see v•hen I came hrre. I
(1) Do the Senators have enough in- vestigate the issue furthe1. The Ad
thou~hl r ... ~1ric would b tJ •• e
formation to deal with the issue effec- Hoc Committee would be composed
•• • ·· o ... l <f.'!' no rea<(\ :1 '"h\' ' t
tively and responsibly? I think the in- of the ASUOP President, Vice
can't be. If we all pitch in W !~
formation presented at the ASUOP President, Senators, UOP adcould have 1t there by next week.
Senate Meeting on September 20, ministration, faculty, CIP students,
1983 coupled with the questions that CIP Advisory Board Members and
were raised tended to confuse the CIP staff. This composition would
Senators. I do not think it is possible allow all interested parties to review
in one evening, in a few hours to get a relevant materials and have input into
true picture of CIP or any program the final recommendation.
Guest Columnist

.Dance student upset over move;

lvonnl'" Hernandez
Senior
ENG
"I think we shouldn't pay as much
as we do, even the books that you
have to buy are unbelievably expensive.
Also you don't get
anything back for them. And the
food is also just average. They
could really jazz up the dining
halls."

Dear Editor:
I am a senior participating in the
dance program at UOP and although
I am a geology major, I enjoy the
dance classes offered at the university
because it not only exercises the body-it cleans the ·mind, disciplines the
student to think more clearly, and in
effect is an enhancing factor to one's
academic accomplishments.
I was absolutely appalled upon
hearing that Anderson Hall Dance
Studio is to be torn down in a matter
of weeks in order to accomodate
more office and classroom space for
the School of Engineering. Stanley
McCaffrey has given us the option of
three places to move: a hot, stuffy
room in Long Theatre with no ventilation and rough, splintery floors;
the South Campus Gym with
deteriorating walls, not to mention

the warped floors (which are impossible to dance on); and finally a
small 20x20 Drama Room with
cement floors. lt would seem much
more understandable if the instructors had been notified a year or even a
semester prior to the action-but to
give them three weeks notice is
ludicrous. You can't just remove an
entire assemblage of qualified dance
instructors and dedicated students
from a well-equipped dance studio
and expect them to conduct their
classes in an area the size of a
classroom with decrepit floors and
wallis.
The dance program at UOP has
grown significantly in past years and
the staff has worked hard to attain
the level of instruction they maintain
today. Not only are the faculty competent and certainly well-informed on

ASUOPfE!e
By Scott Vila
Guest Columalst

On April 8, 1969 the Pacific
Student Association (now ASUOP)
passed a resolution recommending
that students in the newly formed
Community Involvement Program
(CIP), a program designed to allow
economically disadvantaged Stockton
residents to attend the university, lbe
exempt from the $50.00 student body
fee.
On September 20th, 1983 I
recommended to the ASUOP Senate
that they re-evaluate this commitment
based on current information. Commitments on the part of the faculty
(they at one time provided special
tutoring to CIP students), and on the
part of the administration (they now
requiare CIP students to apply for
other financial aid before allowing
tuition-remission), have been reevaluated and modified. I beli~ve that

such period re-evaluations are
prudent.
The question before the Senate
is: "Is the ASUOP fee structure
. equitable?" I believe it is not. CIP
· students pay all other university feefor-service charges (e.g., Health Center Fee, University Center Fee, lab
fees~ etc.). Furthermore, students
enrolled in the CIP program are
currently being granted this fee
remissi.o n based not on financial
need, but rather, by virtue of the fact
that they are enrolled in the CIP
program. According to the Office of
Financial Aid there are 243 students
NOT ELIGIBLE ..for enrollment in
the CIP program (because they do
not live in the Stockton community)
who are OF EQUAL OR GREATER
financial need than the average CIP
student. These students pay the
· ASUOP fee and in effect subsidize
(along with all other dues-paying
ASUOP members) the serwices

SUN

l_etters to the Editor
Relations is the issue; not money
Dear Editor:
I am writing to elaborate on my
comments to ASUOP Senate as
reported in the article about the CIP
fee remission in last Friday's
Pacifican. Your reporter correctly
identified my position in reporting
that I appeared before the ASUOP
Senate on behalf of the Academic
Council. However, neither the text of
the Academic Council's resolution
nor the burden of my argument on
CIP's behalf appeared in the article.
I would like the students to hear my
perspective before they vote on the
fee remissiQn before the ASUOP
Senate.
While I adverted to the .mdral
persuasiveness of an argument for
sharing and generosity, I chose not to
rely on that in addressing the CIP fee
remission. I tried to argue that every
student on the campus benefits from
the fee remission that is extended by
ASUOP to the CIP students. The
UOP student benefits precisely
because the CIP student is a resident
of Stockton and it is this causal connection that makes the act of
generosity a sensible act from the
standpoint of enlightened self-interest
as well.
The main point that I would like
students to consider when deciding
how to treat the CIP students is the
aspect of Community Relations. This
aspect of the issue speaks directly to
the question of why CIP students
low income members of the Stockto~
community, should receive a fee
remission when no one else has a
similar gesture extended to them
even if they are equally needy.
'
It is not easy for students who
have been here less than 4 years and
who have probably never been to any
other school to assess, but it is nevertheless the case that UOP's relationship .with the Stockton community is
relatively good. We are not loved
here; tow.n-gown relations are seldom
love affaus .. However, the situation
was worse m 1968 and it is worse
~he subject of performing arts, most
lmpo.rtantly. they care about transfernng th1s knowledge to their
students (some of who incidental!
pay full tuition at UOP).
Y
.
I'm sure l speak on behalf of the
~nstructors •. students and any persons
mvolved With the dance program at

today in a number of college towns,
even ones where State Colleges are
located. It would not take a lot to
make
the
pre~ent
situation
deteriorate. It is also a fact that most
citizens of Stockton - rich, poor and
middle class alike - believe that if
UOP were not here, there would be a
four year State college located in
Stockton where their children could
get a college degree fairly inexpensively. This belief may be mistaken; I
personally believe that it is. But that
is neither here nor there; it is a widely
held belief. Thus the people of
Stockton see us as a bastion for
spoiled, rich kids whose very existence dep~ives their children of an opportumty
for
an
inexpensive
education. Small wonder that we are
not loved!
However, the existence · of the
CIP program for the last 14 years
mea':ls that ~o one with a history of
low-1':lcome m Stockton can blame us
for h•s. or her exclusion from higher
educ~tlon. I.f we want to make fur~her mroads m the reservoir of ill will
m the community, maybe we need a
CIP program for the middle class
ra.ther than b~oming less generous
wtth the low mcome citizens of the
Stockton community.
. Further' .this is not an argument
whtch loses stght of the issue of the
student fee and speaks merely to the
valu~ of. t~e CIP program as a whole
The t~dlVldual UOP student encou~
ters ~Is peers in the Stockton commuruty every time he or she steps off
campus..
The prospective CIP
student ts probably the one who sells
you merchandise in the local st
serves your h amburger wh ores or

!~~~~~~:~·s. ~he stude:~ ~~i~u~~
communit

em. ers of the Stockton

Y• particularly those of th

~~ff!ehage, and the reciprocal attitud~
poi~t. you encounter is precisely the
The Community 1
Program came into beinnvolvement
ago because the UO
g 14 years
concerned about th ~ student~ were
eu peers m the
UOP when 1 sa
demand to elim· Y that McCaffrey's
mate the only t d'
that sufficiently m
s u to
preposterous.
eets our needs--is
Cheryl Darby
Senior, COP

Stockton community and their
generosity and welcome was
boliied by the remission of
student body fee.
That act
generosity
improved the imaae
the UOP student in the eyes of
Stockton community. CIP
have been full members of the
pus community and as a direct
sequence therof UOP students fmd -===:-...::-....:=:...~~:..::~
easier to enter the Stockton co'lr·~-~---~~=:::J
munity when they choose to do so.
addition. the Stockton community
a better place in which to live
work because of the CIP ua.dua.~l
who now are leaders and role m()(
for Stockton youth. To rescind
original act of student generosity
would say to those same people
you don't give a damn about t
and
their
situation·t it would be
• •
•
pnsmg tf you did not find the
reciprocated.
The remission of the ASUO'P
for CIP students is a relatively
pe~sive act of generosity but it is
an ~nvestment by non-CIP stude
theu own relationship to all
non-students that they encoumter
day-to-day dealings off the
By remit~ing this fee, you
vest less m assuring a friendly
~acDonald's than you would! in
Btg Mac itself.
It is important to me t .hat ~
student population recognize til
each and every one of us, fac; ultY sJ
students alike, is a citizen of~ 3tOC~~
f.or as long or as short a tir ne as
h.v~ ~ere. Maybe we have f 1 ~pd,
stbihty to be neighborly but it IS~
the case that we have a bettf :r life~
better community when w•= act~
way. Whether we do so f01.: gene!
or selfish reasons we s~nould ~
d~liver a message 'or uns· ympatb
dlsre~ard to the Stock .ton ~
mumty. That is a shabby , 11ay to~
one's neighbors. Please c.ontinutc'
remission of the ASUOP fee for
students!

has

1/3

______

.

I

_____-/

. The Find Your Ic Jeal Mate~
ad 10 last week's pa,1per ha~!
addresses listed. The a,ddress 15·
Both oft1 1;
171 W. Adarn sSt.
StocktonCA
95204

.

~

Gwennel mL. Br~.r
Professor c ,f phi)osar.
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NEWS
THe Rathskeller- .f rom crowded tovacant,
By pku Lani Iwata
Staff Writer

J

•
The .athske11er IS currently in·
'ts
latest
·
·
ed
\'olv 1 1
expenment
m
·
bnt · al
1
menu-p a.rnmg, '"' IS so encouter-

Jll·ng diff'i;ulties in attracting a sue~.Je ·
d A
d'
cessful e mng crow · ccor mg to
paul fairbrook,
Director
of
AuXi)iarY Services, there are many factors
to be cOlsidered in assuring that the
-xperimfRt does succeed.
a•
• ~ "Bastca
r · 11 I
ld l'k
'd
Y wou 1 e gu1 ance
'
d
h
k""
·
from the stu ents as to w at to· do
0 1 f"\.
with th! ~athskell~r at night,',' ex'J plaineq Faubrook 10 a recent mterV- VPJ
\'iew. "We've tried to do a number of
lEI
~U
f fJ things in the past, none of which I
••
E IAITD think were successful. Now we're
'
trying something else and I hope it
succ~s. It's going to be up to the
stud ts and UPBEAT to make it
succ sful.''
'I personally would like a coffee
ho~ atmosphere there,'' suggested
COF Frosh. Laura ,Medanich, 18,
~ A_ pausing from her bleakfast at the
E:;.;.;..,;..;;;;~:!~!!;~!~~ sumplit. "It should offer a nice
assortment of coffees, other than just
food, and be a nice' place to go with
people."
According to Fairbrook, the
original design f~r the Rathskeller
called for a coffee house. Fairbrook
, was referring to the plans included in
w ho are
fc • I thic; fair?
remnta the 1971 ASUGP-authored outline
Th rou hout th e discussion . for the then-~oposed University
t ken p lace regarding thi ~hll Center construct10n. He also noted
h been a tendency t 0 s 1~ that when the Rathskeller first
a deci ion on whethe t sugg!l opened in the mid-70's,· it was a
t b ody fee to stu~e~t~h.argel restaurant. serving ~ full-lin~ menu
P pr o rnm hould be b d mIt and honormg meal tickets, whtch was

G

S~0

GIN 66Rs
Hr!D \t kEf)

'TR

.,.. ,..,.M
C'IJ -,.,.
7I:J

r

•

I

u fair

very successful •.•almost too sue- Rathskeller could not accomodate the
cessful.
off-campus students.
. "The Rathskeller was . never
"People from off-campus would
des.lgned to be a substt'tute for
come
into the crowded Rat, and wait
restde.nce dining halls," Fat'rbroo
.k ·
half-an-hour to get served," said
explamed. "Here it was becoming very Fairbrook. "We asked the Senate's
popular. But logistically 1·t was 1·m1
ast Spring if we should
poss~ble to feed 200 people at a time. opinion
eliminate the meal-<:ard service and
We literally couldn't handle it."
have a fuU-line menu, and the vote
To solve the problem of over- was eight iQ favor, nine against, and
serving, the Food Service, in 1982, seven abstentions. This was not a
changed the Rathskeller 1'nto a coffee
·
. conclusive vote, and I said 'I'm going
h.ouse with a limt'ted-menu. This acto do it anyway.' But the Senate did
bon was taken so more students approve to eliminate tickets during
would be attracted to residence meal hours to give outsiders the chandining. But the "Rat" still honoring to get something to eat."
meal tickets, continued to attract a
So the Rat has solved its past
large crowd.
problems: it ceases to suffer from
"Grace Covell is three times as overcrowding and can accomodate
large as the Rat and feeds 400 people the off-campus students. But now
a night," said Fairbrook. "The another problem is surfacing. AcRathskeller was feeding 250 to 350 cording to Hansen, the Rat has dropstudents a night.''
ped from serving around 300 students
"We were still serving the same a day to its current average of 100
amount of people with the limited- meal tickets a day.
menu,'' said Rathskeller Manager
"The problem is that last year
Kathy Hansen. "And we were approximately 800fo of the business
basically serving only meal-ticket came from meal-ticket holders. Not
holders, which led to the decision. of accepting meal-tickets now is part of
where we're at right now."
no customers being in there," said
Right now the Rathskeller Hansen.
honors meal tickets weekdays 1:30 to
"They're not going to get
1
4:00p.m. The Rat operates weekdays
anyone
down there now," said SBPA
from 11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., and Soph. Steve Starr, 19. "It used to get
weekends from 6:30 to 10:00 p.m.
crowded last year, sure, but at least it
"The argument that it's too was generating business." Starr also
crowded can be justified," commen- noted that he has no option available
ted SBPA Jr. Lisa Jackson, 20. "It to him on campus when he misses
was crowded in a way. It's just too dinner at the dining halls.
bad it had to be such a strict change.''
'"Lots of students used to
Fairbrook noted that because of eat dinner there--when they missed it.
the problem of crowds, the
If I miss dinner, I can't eat

on~~------------------------------------------------------------------~------------~

ol the Community
~
ase
t Program or on ASUOPI
t ~or the program . Be assw
A UOP fully supports
and 80als of the c~
and will continue to use
ROPRIATE' avenues to ellprel
up port .
A r. ASUOP Pre ident I must~
a dvocate for the equitable treat
of ALL tudents. It is clear k
that the current fee structure
uitablc. It i up to your Senator.
ke the ded ion on whether t1x
\ TU\:ture will be c h ed. ld
know how YOU feel.
It
.

J

SUNDANCE SPORTS
:

3201 W. BENJAMIN HOLT, STOCKTON
(209) 4 77-3754
COME IN AND CHECK OUT NEWEST SKI FASHIONS
BY ROFFE, DEMETRE, CB OBERMEYER, NORTH FACE,
SMILEY 8t MOREl
"'

SKIIS. BOOTS. BINDINGS. POLES, & SKI ACCESSORIES

itor

Pacific
Update

anywhere else. I have to go out and
hour looking at each other.
pay," said Starr.
"I'm not trying to make
Fairbrook said that serving money," added Fairbrook. "But 1
hours in the residence halls have been don't think I can justify having the
extended to 7 p.m. to allow for later students' funds pay three people to
dining.
stare at each other at night. That's
"And some people say, 'Well not what the place was designed for."
you should make the food in the Fairbrook suggested returning to the
cafeterias better," Fairbrook added. "original plan."
To find out more on the
"We're trying to make the food in the
"We think the Rat should be a
Operation
Identification Program
halls better. But the Rathskeller was place where kids want to go and have
here on campus, simply ask any
not intended as an alternate place for a great time, and pay whatever it
Department of Public Safety Ofticket holders. It's a place to relax for costs to have a full menu,'' said Fairficer or call the Department
entertainment, a place to go between brook. "I'm open minded. I'd like to
anytime at 946-2535.
Idenstudies."
give this experiment a chance. But
tification kits are available upon
"I need some cooperation from right now it's empty .
request at the Department of
students," Fairbrook said. "I cer- ·
"I'd like to compete with Humps
Public Safety, Lower Level,
tainly need it from ASUOP and UP- and other places where kids go at
Cowell Health Center .The program
BEAT. They're almost drowning the night. But we couldn't serve beer
is an extension of the idea of
Rat to oblivion by not scheduling . because only lOOfo of the students
recording serial numbers.
more activities in there. Because would be able to drink it. We could
there's no entertainment, there's not turn it down for lack of business,''
enough business to justify its service. added Fairbrook. "and tum it over to ,
PPC (PacifJc Programs Council) had ASUOP."
Beginning October 3, the new
a Rathskeller Entertainment Commit"Our feelipg is that if we can get
University Box Office will be open
tee last year that provided lots of en- more entertainment, we can bring in
Monday - Friday, 10 a.m. to 5
d
4
tertainment--and now we've got
nothing. Just my workers at $3.50 an
(continue on page ' column 4)
p.m. For home football games,
tickets will also be on sa.Ie between
12 noon and game time. The box
office is now located in the Long
Theatre.
By LesHe Hagar
over 25 years. Last year, the MUN
conference was held in Scotsdale,
Staff W rlter
Arizona, where delegations from
Are you interested in in- · Pacific
represented
Iran,
The former president of
ternational
affairs
and
do Madagascar, Cuba, Ghana, and
Ecuador, Dr. Galo Plaza Lasso, is
you enjoy academic and social in- Cyprus.
coming the University of the
This year, the conference will
teraction with like-minded students?
Pacific to speak on Latin America
If so, you may want to con- be held in Sacramento, where
and his recent concern on the crisis
sider becoming involved with delegations from Pacific will
relations among the nations in the
Model United Nations.
represent such countries as Chile
Western Hemisphere, on WedLast Sunday, Pacific's Model and Sweden.
nesday, October S, at noon at the
United Nations President, Jeff
The bulk of MUN is run by
Bechtel International Center.
Peterson, and faculty advisor. Dr. students.
Faculty adviser, Dr.
This event is one of the new
Jerry Hewitt, hosted an in- Hewitt says that "UOP has a very
series of lectures, "The World on
trodutory MUN meeting for in- good MUN program with excellent
Wednesday" programs brought to
terested students in the Bechtel In- student leadership."
you through the Office of Interternational Center.
By participating in MUN,
national Programs and the Office
Peterson discussed the role of students are able to learn about
of International Services.
Model United Nations as a full- world issues, while developing
scale simulation of the United skills
in
public
speaking,
Nations. It takes place during a negotiating, and decision-making.
four-day conference each Spring Karin
Shaw,
senior,
and
where delegations of students from
Executive Member of MUN,
75 universities and colleges believes "it's a great way to meet
Mini courses on Test Taking
represent specific countries and are people and keep up with current
and Motivation/ Concentration are
given the chance to role-play events, while learning how other
being offered in the Academic
positions on current issues and countries interpret the policies of
Skills Center during the month of
policies.
the United States."
October. Mini course dates and
. Senior Christine Marciasini
Students who are interested,
times are: Test Taking: Monday,
has participated in MUN for three must enroll in the MUN course ofOctober 10, 6:30 p.m. and
years, and says "because MUN lets fered in the Spring by the Political
Tuesday, October 18, 4-5:30 p.m.
you role-play an international Science Department.
Sign-up for courses in WPC, room
political body, you are able to get a
Dr. Hewitt feels that "because
241 of call946-2458.
good understandi• .& of .how inter- MUN is partially funded by COPA
national politics work."
and ASUOP, students should take
UOP has been a very active advantage of such a unique and
participant in this program for valuable opportunity."
The Counseling Center announces;
the formation of a new support
group for students who are interested in beginning an exercise
By Dan Sousa
program but lack the motivation
number of freshmen would help
bluster enrollment in the next few
Edltor-ln-Cblef
or drive to initiate an activity on
their own. An emphasis will be
years.
UOP's
President
Stanley
placed on running, but other forms
Pacific's total enrollment is
Mc-Caffrey hosted 30 members of the currently 3,647 compared to a figure
of cardiovascular fitness may be
local media for lunch Tuesday at the of 3,701last year. Some 1,120 studenincluded.
Interested
Regents Dining Room. McCaffrey ts were admitted this year (722 freshstudents can call the Counseling
reported that enrollment on the men and 398 transfers) compared
Center at 946-2225. The first
Stockton campus is 21 below the with a figure of 1,04llast year.
meeting is Wednesday, October 12
Also speaking to the media were
budgeted figure for this year.
at 1 p.m. in the Counseling Center,
"What you have to realize Dr. Cortland Smith, Professor Dick
Cowell Student Health Center.
though is that our entering class Ettinger and the President of SBPA
(freshmen and transfers) is up 7 .50fo Rov ~an aeave. Smith speaking
compared to last year," said McCaf- as the director of the Bechtel Center
frey who indicated that the large encouraged everyone to drop by and
The Anderson Y Center is a
check out the activities being
joint University of the Pacific,
scheduled.
United
Way
sponsored
Van Oeave said that the SBPA after
organization which provides serachieving
accreditation
on
the
riTSt
YOU PROBABLY
vices both to the campus and to the
DON'T HAVEi>NEI
year that they were eligible was now
Chances are,
and
Stockton
Community,
going to make an extensive review of
your rusty skins
mean a
operates as a headquarters for
existing
programs.
Edinger
told
of
MEMORY BLOCK,
and
various
programs
not a teaming biOCI<.
the progress of the Music schools new
Let us help
organizations. The Truant Admusic management program. Edinger
"Bnng nan back:
vocacy and Prevention Project is
had just returned from Paramount
seeking volunteers to be a friend to
Studios in Los Angeles where
a child who is having truancy
prospective students were treated to a
CLASSES FORMING NOW AT
problems and in this way guide
speech by famous composer Elmer
~·HMPUIN
them in helping themselves. For
Bernstein
and
a
screening
of
the
EDUCATIONAL CENTER _ _
more information, please contact
movie True Grit for which he won an
Test Preparation Specialists
Since t938
~he Anderson Y Center at 466-149~
Academy
Award.
For Information, Please Call·

Operation
Identification

Box Office Hours

MUN prepares to tackle issues

Latin Topic

Course On TestTaking

Shape Up

Off! .
OFFER GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER 31. 1983

FLAT FILE
SHARPEN
HOT WAX
BINDING CHECK

RATHSKELLER
presents
THE TRIPLE B
Best Big Burger
in town
(of ·course!)

1/3 lb. charbroiled hamburger with
lettuce, tomato, and pickle

Positive numbers· released

Anderson Y

LEARNING

BLOCK?

'

OJuL ~'1'/0JUaa.:i-UJ~

Served daily Monday-Friday
11:30 a.m.-9:00p.m.

·~LADLE!!~
asaP~~~

... Cant-u
Brow11'

Gwennel rh ~·: 1050p~1
Professor c ,f PJU.~

1-----·- ----l

M:
:S:js:

The Find Your Ideal
last week's pS.J~ddr
listed. The 11. r
Both of ll!;
171 W . Adams St.
Stockton CA

95204
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NEWS
Jarvis named to fill
Acting V. P. position

PacifiC
Update
Econ. Society
Reception
Omicron Delta Epsilon, an international honor society for
Economics, will hold a reception
for prospective members on October 5, 1983, 7:30 p.m. in the
Gold room. All Economics majors
are invited.

Ham Radio Meet
The Stockton Amateur Radio
Oub meets on the second Wednesday of each month in the
Oassroom Building. UOP. All persons interested in Ham Radio and
computer applications in communication are cordially invited.

Reception For
Freshmen Honors

Dr. Oscar T. Jarvis, dean of
the School of Education for the
. . 10 years, bz been named arong
Academic Vice President of the
University of the Pacific to fill the •
vacancy created by the death of
Dr. Clifford J. Hand earlier this
week.
Dr. Lee Fennell, dean of Institutional Research and University
registrar, will continue as acting
Assistant
Academic
Vice
President, a position he was named
to recently. Also announced was
the appointment of Dr. Elmer U.
Clawson of the School of
Education as acting dean of the
school.
The announcements were
made by Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey, UOP president and are effective immediately.
"Dean Jarvis, during his 10
years as dean of the School of
Education, has demonstrated
qualities which clearly indicated
that he is well qualified to perform
the important duties of academic
vice president," McCaffrey said in

announcing the appointments.
Jarvis came to UOP from the
University of Texas at El Paso,
where he was professor of
eduational administnttion. He also
had served as interim dean of th1.
School of Education there and as
chairman of the department
curriculum and instruction.
During Jarvis' tenure at
Pacific, the School of Education
has become one of only three in
California to become fully accredited through the doctorate
degree by the National Council for
the Accreditation of Teacher
Education.
He is the author of several
books and numerous articles on
school
administration
and
curriculum. He also has served on
a wide range of state, regional and
national committees and from 198082 wa~ a member of the state
"Blue-Ribbon" advisory committee on special education for the
California! State Department of
Education
Commission
on
~eacher Preparation and Licensing.

Phi Kappa Phi is sponsoring a
reception to honor those students
who entered UOP with honors in
1983. All present faculty and
student members of Phi Kappa Phi
are cordially invited to attend. The
reception will be held Tuesday, October 4 at 4 p.m. in the Pacific .
Club.

By Kristin Roncarati
Staff Writer

1982-83 proved to be an outstanding year for U.O.P. in terms of.its
donation supports, both from outs1de
sources, as well as alumnae
donations. Last years total from
private donorS' was over 6 million
dollars, which doubles the nearly 3
million raised in 1982.
Cliff
Dochterman,
VicePresident of fund raising, referred to
the 1982-83 year as "one of the finest
years of gift giving."
Two significant contributions
were made during last year.
A
'$1,000,000 donation was made last
Spring by an anonymous female
donor. The woman's donation was in
the form of a cashiers check and
delivered by the womart's attorney,
keeping her anonymity. It is believed
the same woman donated $500,000 a
few years ago. The money will be
spent on a new music rehearsal center, a small recital hall and a music
addition to the remodeled music
library.
Alex G. Spanos, a major contributor to the university for the past
25 years, made the second $1,000,000

.
h' past summer.
donation, JUS~ t .1st be divided into
Spanos' donauon lS o
The first
four different areas.
f
$500,000 is to cover th~ e~penses ~
renovation and mo~er~lzauon ofih:
Converatory Audltonum..
.
Auditorium will be re~u~bl~hed, md
eluding an air condltlOmng an
heating system.
Three-hundred thousand do11ar}
will be spent on the impr~~e~ent .0
the ·spanos Center Facdltles, m:
eluding a lounge and r~c~p
tion/ dining area. The ~ew additiOn
to the library will receive $1~,000
and the remaining $100,000 w.lll be
used for construction costs relatmg to
these projects.
.
In addition to these donatiO~, a
$600,000 was given by the Natl<?~al
Endowment
for
Huma~ltles
Association, which is also to be duected towards ther development of the
new library addition. U.O.P. was
given the Grant corditionally in that
U.O.P. must come up with the funds
to triple the original grant. Dochterman does not forsee any problen:ts
and says, "We feel this can an~.wlll
be done in the time that we have ...
The development of the add1t1on
to the complex, is considered the

most important project beng
on by the ~nive~si~y. Fundng for
project 1s. wtthm .S2,0.0,~
reaching 1ts perce1ved &oat
$6 000 000 and Dochternan
th~t a~tual construction Yill
next year.
There are however, thee
projects whic~ the do~ati01.
has made poss1ble t~ begm:
1. The expans1on of tit
of . Business and Publc
ministration into Weber Hall.
2.
The movement of
Chemistry Department to
Campus.
.
The expans10n
3.
Engineering Program. to
Hall, due to the rap1dly
enrollment.
.
Another major sourct
donations last year came from te·
creased support of alumnae,
donated over $500,000.
Dochterman feels very
about the support given to
in terms of its donations
without them the projects .......~11
would not be attainable. "As
dependent university, we have
for help from our friends, in
help the university achieve its

Rat issue needs time to prove itsel1
(continued/rom page 3)
more students," said manager Hansen.
"Last
year
both
PPC
and
ASUOP were providing entertainment. The two have now combined to
form UPBEAT, and entertainment is
being solely planned by it."
According to Hansen, the Rat
previously
had
entertainment
scheduled four times a month, and·
now its only entertainment, the UPBEAT Starflight Series program, is
scheduled for the first and third
Wednesday of every month.
UPBEAT (University Programs
Board for Educational and Amusing
Times) is the newly organized
Students
Progriffis
Associated
Board. According to UPBEAT Chair
Marc Gordon, the Chair position of

Job Search
Nursery School Attendant3.50/hr. 3-5 pm. M-F work with
preschoolers.
Receptionist-4.00/hr. 9-12 or
or 1-4:30-5 pm near campus. Some
typing.
PE aider-3.35/hr 12-1:30 M,W&F.
Work with handicapped, swimming and exercise.
Produce Salesperson-5.00/hr
Sat & Sun 7am till noon or 1 pm.
Need small pickup truck. Employer will train.
Dessert Maker-3.35/hr. Morning weekend hours plus other
flexible hours.
Sales
rep-S.50/hr.
plus
mileage flexible hours, must be 21
yrs. of age. Will call on retail
grocery stores.
Stock Person-4.00/hr. 1~
hrs. a.m. and 1Yi hrs. afternoons.
Some janitorial and delivery work.
Biking distance from campus.
Yiday
Typist-3.65/hr.
flexible. Good accurate typist own transportation.
Housecleaning-5.00/hr. Friday 3 hrs. General cleaning.
Private household. Own transportation.
Display person-3.50/hr. and
up. 8hrs./wk. Window and store
display. Experience with man·
nequins.
These are just a few of the
jobs listed with the Placement Center. Be sure and check the bulletin
board for other listings.

achieve
goals
Donations help

the Social Committee (responsible for
campus entertainment) was open and
did not get filled immediately when
the PPC and ASUOP consolidated.

·'We operated with a social
unl1l tnree week!. ago," said
"Entertainment will help the
situation:
(contllzued to

GRANT JOHANNESEN
PIANIST

LEARNING

BLOCK?

Pictured here is the new Academic Vice President Dr. Oscar T. Jarvis.

STUDENT RUSH
$2, 7:-+5 P.M.

YOU PROBABLY

DON'T HAVE ONEl
Chances are,

your rusty skills

Death leaves campus empty
(continued/rom page 1)
Bass:
"As
an
aspmng
academician, I four.d him endearing.
He taught me that you can combine a
strong academic background with a
strong pleasure-loving streak.' •
Chambers:: "Part of the reason
the division of Student Life is as
strong as it is, is because of the support Cliff Hand gave to it. He understood and promoted student life. He
had a wonderful relationship with
a lot of students."
Hansen: "He remained a teacher
even as Academic Vice President. The
difference was that he wasn't a
teacher of 19 years old, but of 49 year
old."
McCaffrey: "He was truly
dedicated to students, faculty, and
the university. All of us mourn his
loss, but we are deeply trateful for his
friendship and for the lasting contributions he made to the university."

mean a

KYUNG·SOO WON, MUSIC DIRECTOR

MEMORY BLOCK,
not a learning block.
Let us help

Wagner Tannhauser Overture
Kodaly: Hary Janos Sulle
Brahms: Plano Concerto No. 2

"Bring ''all baCk.·

Hand, by holding the highest
academic post at UOP, could have
easily sought and attained other
major administration positions. But
his real goal? He confided last year
that his true desire would be to serve
as Vice President for another year or
two, and then returning to the
English department to teach for a few
years, and then retire.
Services will be held at 4 pm
today in the Conservatory of Music
Auditorium. Among those delivering
remembrances will be McCaffrey,
UOP Financial Vice President Robert
UOP
Winterberg,
Bass,
and
Professor Robert Krieter.
Cliff Hand leaves his wife of 37
years, Doris, and his mother, Eva.
The family requests that, in lieu
of flowers, contributions be made to
UOP Library Building Fund.

OCTOBER 5 & 6 AT 8 P.M.
ATHERTON AUDITORIUM

Ttckels: S7. 8, 9. 14 - Sludents under 16 half price
Della Box Offtce. 474-5110- 11 am lo 2 p .m . a nd 4 p m . lo 7 p m

The men of Sigma Alpha Epsilon would like to
proudly welcome our fantastic new little sisters.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
California Rho

Tina Azevedo
. Kathy Ecoffey
Jane Hiltz
Michelle Mason
TammyBobo
Cathy Frisk
Caragh Kennedy Peggy Mills
Therese Boyle
Kristy Fryer
Carol Leatherman Kelly Norton
Karen Butts
Katy Freeman
Nancy Lindusld Jan Pierce
Patti Bacci
Laura Reilly
Michelle Gervais ' Kathy Lutz
Kappy Bensinger
Beth Garcia
Andrea Markel
Emily Rainsford
Sarah Cavin
Lisa Grootendorst Charlotte Monroe Laura smith
Kelly Cunningham Lisa Gamer
Katrina Meleen
Laura Schmid
Kimberley Dale
Catherine GillfUian Christl Mitch
Lizanne Sibson
Shannon DelNero
Beth Heier
Liz Mencer
Judy Skolnik
Stephanie Dixon
LizZschau
We would also like to thank all of the girls who
participated .in our 1983 rush. Good luck in the
upcoming year.

TICKETS $11.50 ADVANCE AVAILABLE AT·
MODESTO
STOCKTON
.
Record Factory
MANTECA
A t'
s
Record Factoryo
~~k--..:...:.
c ton ports
Tower Records
J a wood L.ake
Gottschalk's
ants M
GUSTINE
Miracle Music
TRACY ustc
Gustine Arcade & Recreation

Janis Music

OAKDALE

~rf~1~c0Jkdale Floral
Wishbone

M-F

......

- ....... _

s
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ENTERTAINMENT
•

Album w le aker than com petitio

BillY Joel

An Innocent Man
Columbia

·••·•·

The summer of 1983 will be
remembered as a period tl:tat gave
record buyers a lot to choose from
for 1111 the musical tastes. There
were smash hits from old bands like
The 1-'oilc,. :u1t1 j..ltnn .tohn and
great follow-ups from debut bands
like The Stray Cats and The Fixx.
Various movie soundtracks also
made their way to the charts. One
of Ute veterans in the music

business, Bi!lY Joel, also released
ln album th1s summer. The title is
.
n ln~ocent Man.
hi Bdl?' Joel started hts career in
s . native New York, mainly
playmg bars an? small clubs in
Long Island. Ltttle by little he
~reated a small groul? of fans. Yet,
m 1973, after releasmg the album
P~ano Man, he became an overru~ht success and the title track of
the alb';lm became not only a
sm~sh htt, but also a true classic.
Thts, however, did not stop Billy
Joel's ambition ~o beco~e a performer of the caltber of smgers like
Elton John. In lf:l77, he released
the album The Stranger which also
became a million seller and had
classic songs like "Just the Way
You Are." Ev~r since The
Stranger, every Btlly Joel record
has been a ~uge hit. He released
~2nd Street m 1978, Glass Houses
m 1980, and The Nylon Curtain in
. 1982. It is because of the five
albums mentioned that Billy Joel
has achieved superstar status iri the
record business as well as having
established his own creation of
easy listening music.
Now we know how famous

Paw Policy
Great, Good, Terrific
Above Average
Average
Not TooGood
Why was this ever made?

····;;;
••

••••

Billy Joel has become through the
years. One would even guess that a
good majority of the pop music
audience likes his music. So
naturally, we also expect another
hit record to follow. Unfortunately, An Innocent Man does
not measure up to the standrds of
the other Billy Joel records.
Everyone agrees that the song,
"Tell Her About It," deserves to
be an instant top-40 hit. It has even
gone all the way to number one on
the Billboard chart However it
appears that Billy J~el is tryn~ to
experiment with this album. There
is a very defined charige in his beat.
in this record he leans more
towards the 50'~ and 60's style of
music instead of his usual more
mode;n approach. Side one ~ffers,
besides "Tell Her About It " a
couple of very melodic love s~ngs
that
are
really
enjoyable.
However it is obvious that side
two was Just an atempt to fill. up
the remainder of the record. All
·the songs sound almost exactly
alike.
An
Innocent
Man is
definitely not a record we would
expect from Billy Joel. It certainly
does not come close to The Nylon
Curtain, his previous release. It is a
good album filled with very catchy
lyrics and a romantic beat. Nevertheless, a Billy Joel fan wouldn't
think it is a very good album.
Maybe it's because competition
was very stiff this summer. With
the prices of records being as high
as they are, this album offers too
little to make it worth the money.
Also, comparing it to the other
releases this year, An Innocent
Man is definitely an average record
for the summer of 1983. (courtesy
of the Record Factory)
Christian Parks

Loggins c.o ming to UOP
On Sundav. October 9th at
7:00p.m:, ASUOP Concerts proudly
presents Kenny Loggins live· in the
Spanos · Center. He'll be rocking
U.O.P. students into a frenzy of excitement. Back by original band
members plus two new members,
Loggins is ready to bring U.O.P.
alive!
Just back from his big success in
Japan, Loggins is ready for his
American
audiences.
Fans
everywhere are enjoying his newly
released album High Adventure with

its hits "Welcome to Heartlight,"
"Don't Fight It," and "Heart to
Heart." In the last two years his
albums Celebrate Me Home and
Nigbtwatch have gone platinum. His
latest release, High Adventure, was
certified gold and well oil its way
selling platinum. The release of his
album Keep the Fire solidified his
position with another collertion of
memorable melodies and insightful
lyrics welded to a new found musical
authority. Although Loggins is now
doing so well on his.own, he still feels

deeply about his past with Loggins
and Messina; "I probably never will
put Loggins and Messina completely
behind me ...they're my songs, continue to be mine and I'm proud of
them"
Kenney, born .in Everett, Wash.,
has been a Californian since early in
his life. He had studied for sometime
as a telecommunications major
before realizing music was what he
wanted. His frrst lucky break was by
Bob
Todd
at
ABC/Wingate
Publishing. Then in 1970, after
touring with the late edition of the
Ele<:tric Prunes, a Columbia Records
executive introduced Kenny to Jim
Messina.
Hence came "Kenny
Loggins with Jim Messina Sittin' In."
He has worked with many noted
musical artists, such as Michael McDonald, Michael Breaker and
Michael Jackson, in 19801 he and
McDonald, of the Doobie Brothers,
were awarded a Grammy for Best
Song of the Year for "What a Fool
Believes."
In 1981, Kenny was
nominated for, and won a Grammy
for Best Pop Vocal Performance
"This Is It."
,
His talents have also been
documented in a new live recording
of "Alive," in which he's "Striving
to become closer to the person I am
on stage ..."; not to mention several
songs on the soundtrack of the film
Caddysback.
Loggins' performance will be full
of the material from his newly
released Hight Adventure, not forgetting though, the stuff that put him
where he is today. He's sure to put
on a great show! Buy your tickets
today at the U.O.P. box office.
Reserved seating for ASUOP cardholders $10.50 and $9.50.

Kenny Loggins will be appearing at the Sf!anos Center Sunday october
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ROCKY

YOU PROBABLY
DON'T HAVE ONE!
Chances are.
your rusty skills
mean a
MEMORY BLOCK,
no1 a leaming blocl<.

Rat(continued
issue
needs time to prove itself
from page 4)
Once the Social Committee
is on its way, we'll start doing more
entertainment there and bring in a

crowd, but the people won't
necessarily purchase their products.
We do quality programming because
there's a need for several professional

Let us help
· enng n a11 back.·

acts. There ·will also be the amateur
performance groups that need the exposure."

ClASSES FORMING NOW AT

~-+l. MPUIN
EDUCA110NAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 19311
For ll'formaffor . Please CJU:

What better way to prevent lmmm
your bike from being ripped off? \@l\1·\

If you're an
officer of a club
or organization on
campus, and would
like to see it covered 1--+--~-++•
in. the 1984 EPOCH
yearbook, please contact
our offices by
October 1, 1983

Yearbooks will be sold on the UC Patio
from 12-1 pm durin~ October...
Charge 1t!
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$25/SEMESTERl!,ii!i,

Available ·a t the
University Center
Director' s Office
On the north side of the University
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The Men of Archania
enthusiastically welcome and congratulate
our 1983-84
Sweethearts and Belle
KRISTYDOAN
KARYMILLER
LAURA MEDANICH
BARBARA WELLS
JANETPORIZKY
PAMELA HAMEL
JANICE TIMMINS

BERNARDETTEPTLACEK
DARIA KRETSCHMER
MONICA RECKERS
DIANNE SHELTON
BELLE: GINGER HALE
HILARY BAILEY
'DELTA
DELTA DELTA
SARA DONLON
LAUREL SlEWART

EUSA MAGIDOFF

We also wish to express our appreciation
to everyone who participated in Sweetheart Rush.
Your acquaintance has heen our plel!sure.

..
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Author gives tips on surviving college professors~

City limits

Karen Leong
Stllff Writer

Staff 'Writer

On the outskirts of Stockton, overlooking the Delta, lies the little
town of Ryde. Its population is only about 60 but even so, the town is
known for one thing •• the hotel.
Upstairs, dinner is being served in a soft, candlelit room. The
mellow music of a live duo, Two Trains Running, plays in the
background. Some people are enjoying a hearty meal while others are
relaxing and conversing in the loun~e.
At the same time, just downstairs, people are dancing and partying
to the rhythm of the rock and roll tunes of Slyder, a local band. That
area of the hotel is called the "Speak Easy" . In the Speak Easy there is a
small stage which has two hardwood floors around it for dancers. The
room opens up into a big backyard where you can cool off in the moonlit
air. The Speak Easy is by no means an elegant nightclub, it's set in a
comfortable, down-to-earth type of atmosphere.
What is this unique place?
Its known as the Ryde Hotel. Not only a hotel, but it's a favorite
restaurant/bar offering steaks to seafood for some; for others, a night
of friendly conversation and dancing.
Breakfast, lunch, and dinner are served daily. Prices are comparable to those of Luigi Murphy's or Black Angus.
If you go for the dancing downstairs, there is a $2 cover charge and
it's open until2 a.m.
.
As for the hotel, if you don't feel up to the drive home you can
Rooms rent for around $20. Do~'t expect
anythmg extravagant, the rooms are somewhat like dorms. Rooms are
all separated but the restrooms are down the hall and shared amongst
many.
The town of Ryde is located of 1-S and Hi~hway 12, next to Walnut
Grove. If Y.OU fmd 'R.yde, you'll have no problem fmd.ing the hotel
Don't blink! You might miss the town completely!
·

alway~ stay the night there.

~

FREE DELIVERY

•••

G. Brown's "Ho.w to Survive
Your College Daze," is an informative literary work written in a
comic mode. Though it is lighthearted, and many times irrelevant it
has helpful information for th~se
high school graduates who are contemplating a college-bound future.
The most notable aspect of the 134page paperback, however, is that
students already in college can appreciate its content.
Brown's style of writing will undoubtedly offend a · handful of
readers, especially with his opening
line about, " ... wetting your pants "
but it is that informal style that i~
mediately develops rapport with the
book's readers. "How to Survive
Your College Daze" is divided into
four main categories: "Getting
There," "Being There," "A Giant
Slumber Party," and "Staying
There." As the title implies, "Getting
There" informs the reader about
college entrance procedures, finances, and packing tips. The second
part, "Being There" gives insight to
dorm food, rommates, and dorm
J)ranks. (For those individuals lacking
!n dorm pranks, it might be a good
tdea to look up G. Brown's prank involvina a manila envelope and

Chris Bertsch

~

..... .. .... .

that may occur. Even with the more
shaving cream.)
treats the
In "A Giant Slumber . Part,"
serious topics, Bro_w n
" .
various subjects wtth an
~lder
Brown gives readers an honest look at
brother" attitude _ •you shouldn t ~o
drugs;
sex,
alcohol,
fratertht's but since ·you probably wtll
nities/ sororities and other non•
· · h •
academic
related
topics.
His .anyway, here's how to do tt n g t.
thorough insight to drugs does not
" Staying There"
one of the
more imbalanced secttons of the
encourage college students to partake
in drug usage; he does, however, list
book. Whereas the other t~r~ sec__
ti...
o...;
n§:...p:..r_e_se_n_te_d_t_w_o_-s_i._
de_d_o_p_m
_ to_n_s _of
the pros, cons, and potential
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YOU PROBABLY
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Chances are,
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mean a
MEMORY BLOCK,

not a leamong block.
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the subject matter, Brown had
obvio us bias to wards
classes. This section does, howtl"'

A de~'tl¥ hurled splotch of magenta blended
surre~llistlcally with a cascade of vermilion
blcas10nal suggestions of orange and cobait
':le and what do you have? What else· "Th
BIrth of the Universe:'
·
e
It's the painting that completed your
art final, an~ frankly, you couldn't
have done tt by yourself.
Afterwards, it's time for a little
down-to-earth gratitude. You
o'!Ve the m at least a few
Lowen~raus, not to mention th
laundry btll.
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Eddie' cruises on Screen (
By Dawn Polvorosa
Entertainment Editor

By Kereshawn Hardy

played . their roles as if they had
'>omethmg at stake, which is exactly
what was needed for the characters of
Eddie and Frank.
The movie opens with a production company kicking around the idea
of making a documentary on the once
famous rock 'n roll band of Eddie
and the Cruisers. This idea comes
about 18 years after the mysterious
disappearance and probably death of
Eddie.
The story of the production
company attempting to pursue the
idea of the documentary is
photographed through the eyes of
Frank Ridgeway. Frank, known as
'the Wordman', was the lyricist for
Eddie and the Cruisers. Following the
events which lead to Eddie's disappearance was like looking through the
Wordman's photo album.
The viewer finds himself

recalling pre-reviewed characteristics
of the band members, and a growing
knowledge of these ch~racters comes
into play while viewing the movie.
The viewer actually becomes part of
the plot, unmistakably involved with
what is taking place on screen.
As a viewer you feel what the
Wordman feels, you know what Eddie knows, you live out the lies of the
other band members. These characters are real enough to identify with.
After becoming so intimately
acquaint6P with Eddie and the
Cruisers, you can sit back and
speculate while the suspenseful,
"who done it" ending unfolds.
I highly recommend Eddie and
the Cruisers, it is a movie which
finally realizes that people possess
than
different
characteristics
inanimate objects. (courtesy of the
Festival Cinemas)
·•·•· .. ;e·
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Flower Band. The band play
Bluegrass and the traditional sounds
of the Appalachian Mountains.
October Sth, singer Sally
Fingerett will come to the Rat. On
October 19th, the Jazz, Reggae,
Latin, Funk, and Fusion soun?s of
David ladd and Video Jazz wtll be
featured on November 2nd, comedy
comes back the Rathskeller. The funny team of Marks & Monksey is
slated for that evening. And on
November 16th, the Rathskeller will
present an amateu~ talent n~g?t. _Information regardmg part1ctpat10n
will be available in the near future.
UPBEAT has allocated $3400 to
provide for entertainment in the Rat,
and along with other efforts by the
Rathskeller staff there will be a lot
going on for the students of UOP.

Staff Writer

Ann Neely

•

Entertainment at the Rat

The Rathskeller is once again
going to be the place where UOP
students can eat, gather, and enjoy
various types of good entertainment.
This year, the "Rat" will make entertainment a bigger part of its
operations, say Rathskeller manager,
Kathy Hansen.
Kathy says that she wants to see
more special events at the Rat, and
adds that students are welcome to
show off their talents on the
Rathskeller's entertainment stage. "I
have been given the OK.'' To
spend $2S per week for good amateur
acts that want to play for a few hours
in the Rat."
In addition to amateur acts, the
Rathskeller, in association with UPBEAT, The Associated Students
Program Board will present "Starflight" this fall. Quality entertainment has been chosen to perform in the
Starflight series the first and third
Wednesdays of every month at 7:30
pm in the Rathskeller.
So far Starflight has given two
first-rate acts. On Sept. 7, students
got a chance to enjoy two comedians,
who, according to Ms. Hansen, were
really excellent. They delighted all
who were in attendance.
On
September
21,
the
Rathskeller presented the Robin

Feature
Update
Suicide at UOP
The UOP Drama Department
presents the Russian. comedy ''T~e
Suicide.'' This farcical satue wtll
be performed in the Studio Theatre
September 20-0ctober 1 and october 6-8. For tickets contact the
Studio Theatre Box Office.

Frisbee Golf
On Sat. Oct. 1, Alpha Chi
Omega will sponsor a Frisbee Golf
Tournament. Come play through
the course which begins on Knoles
Lawn at 11:00 a.m.

Run at the Lake
Oakwood Lake Resort, Manteca's famous waterslide theme
park, and the Pepsi Cola Company
are sponsoring a five kilometer
(3.1 miles) and ten kilometer (6.2
miles) race on Saturday, October
8. Registration is set for 8:30a.m.,
with the race beginning at 9:00
a.m. The pre-registratioa fee
$5.00. Tickets may also be purchased on the day of the race for
$6.00. For more information, contact Oakwood Lake Resort at (209)
239,9566.

• PRIVATE ROOMS

•
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The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
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Editorial comments
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editorial board, unless signed.
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Stockton,
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(209)946-21 14.
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Great Western

bas some · ·
better
the G11Uanteed
Stuaent Loan:
The
Guuanteed
Student Loan.
'

Anywhere you go for a California Guaranteed Student Loan, you'll get a low interest
rate and a long time to pay it back.
.
.
,
But with Great Western Savings, you'll get som~thmg I?Ore: ~ast ~nnce. You 11get an
answer within 30 days. And, because Great Western Is a maJor California lender, you get
your money fast. You can even get a loan from Great Western If you already have a student
loan with another lender.
.
· · · C l'f ·
We lend to California residents and nonresidents, as long as the school Ism a 1 o~ma.
Freshmen and half-time students are also eligible. You can borrow up to $2,500 a year If you
are an undergraduate, and up to $5,000 for graduate study. The low mterest rates mean
comfortable monthly payments during the first few years after s~h?ol when _money may ~e
tight. You can pay nothing while you're in school, and when you fm1sh there IS a grace penod
before your payments begin.
.
.
It's easy to apply for a student loan with q.re~t Western Savmgs. Fill out the forms at
your Financial Aid Office, and send your application to the address bel<?w.
You can get a Guaranteed Student Loan from other lenders, but w1th Great Western,
you get guaranteed fast service.
·
GREAT WESTERN SAVINGS, Student Loan Department,
P. 0. Box 1050, Northridge, CA 91328

GREAT WESTERN SAVINGS

l9T!t,8

A Federal Savmgs and Loan Associat1on

A new brand ofbanking
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Rosselli Raps

Volleyball soars to 8-0
Notes:

By Dan Sousa
Edllor-la-Chlef

By Dave Rosselli
Sports
Editor

The specialized area of Sports Psychology in intercollegiate Athletics is a fairly new concept as far as extensive
research and application is concerned. Very few sports
psychologists are employed full time to share their
knowledge and expertise amongst the many collegiate
coaches in America. However, right here on the UOP campus, the women's volleyball team has discovered their very
own sports psychologist for 1983.
Steve Lowe, a graduate of the Univeristy of Iowa where
he recieved his B.S. in psychology and just recently, in 1981,
his masters at Pacific, has stepped in to take on the role of
sports psychologist. In addition Steve will be assisting head
coach Terry Liskevych and assistant coach Nancy Lancaster.
"Sports Psychology is different depending upon who
the psychologist is," said Lowe. "I believe in teaching different psychological techniques to the athletes to help them
improve their performance.''
Mental preparation is extremely important for Athletes
and is said to be practiced by almost all coaches. Included in
the mental preparation program for the UOP volleyball team
is good setting, cognitive restructuring (teaching how to
think positively and eliminate negative thoughts),
motivation/feedback (helping make sure you are up the day
of the game), relaxation and psychological preparation
(forming a detailed plan on how you will prepare before the
day of competition).
A perfect example of a mentally weak team is one that
continually makes mistakes when the pressure builds
(penalties, missed assignments, etc.). The key to avoiding
such a breakdown is the ability to concentrate and channel
out all other distractions, particularly problems that are affecting players away from competition.
"It's very important to give the player the opportunit)
to sit down one to one with the sports psychologi ·u j
discuss whatever it is that comes to mind,'' said Lowe.'·, )•·<:~
we can deal with these problems, then we can often till".:.
see an improvement in personal performance."
According to head coach Terry Liskevych, there is a big
difference between a coach concentrating with the players on
psychological preparation and someone specifically assigned
to work in that area. "Players often times feel intimidated
talking to their head coach about personal problems." said
Liskevych. "That's why Steve has been assigned to that
area," he added.
The positive ramifications are only beginning to be seen
as the Tigers continue their pursuit of the National Championship, but according to Liskevych the psychological area
of the squad this year is much improved. "Without a doubt,
our mental preparation in game situations is better than it
has ever been before," said Liskevych.
Steve Lowe is indeed leaving his mark on the UOP
volleyball team. Let's hope in the future that sports
psychology can expand throughout the entire Athletic
program and each team can enjoy the luxuries of one full
time sport psychologist.

The
undefeated
womens
volleyball team returned home last
night to defeat Santa Clara in their
opening NorPac league match.
The Tigers, 8-0 on the year, are
still ranked 2nd nationally after their
victorious Eastern roadtrip. Santa
Clara dropped to 4-4.
"We aren't looking to close at
the polls right now," said Liskevych,
"All we care is where we end up on
December '19 (the NCAA National
Championship Date)."

.

standing game last night.
This was the last game to be
played at the Spanos Center for quite
a while. The ladies will be away for
six consecutive games beginning with
next week's contest at the University
of California at Berkeley. Following
Berkeley, the Tigers will travel to CalPoly, UCSB, San Jose State, Oregon
State and the University of Oregon,
before the return home on October
18th to face the Bulldogs from Fresno
State. Previous to last night's victory
the Tigers had an interesting road trip
back east. Here's a look at action
from last week's competition.

In front of a relatively small
crowd last night at the A.G. Spanos
Center. The Lady Titzers continued
their assault on opposing teams
defeating the University of Santa l:astem Road Trip Sept. ll, 23, 14
UOP took to the road and returClara in 1:16 minutes, 15-2, 15-S, 15ned
with
three victories.
11.
"It was the best ever that we
The Tigers continued their outstanding play as Eileen Dempster have played away,"said head coach
picked up 16 kills, Julie Maginot had Terry Lislcevych.
The Tigers opened last Thursday
12 and Robin Burns 11. It was also
an impressive night for Tiger servers against 14th ranked Tennessee at
Knoxville. UOP swept the Lad Vols
as Lisa Franco had a team leading 5,
15-7. 15-4 and 15-7. The loss for
Maginot and Burns had 3 apiece.
Tennessee
was their first home loss
The Ladies had no problems in
since the fall of 1981.
the first two games threatening to
The match only lasted and hour
shut out Santa Clara in game number
as Junior Eileen Dempster and
one before the Bronco's scored a pair
late in the match. The second game Sophomore Therese Boyle had 9 kills
was also dominated by the ladies 15-S a piece. The Tigers as a team had 26
as Demster and Maginot had 4 kills digs.
UOP travelled the next day to
apiece. Game number three was a different story, as the Tigers quickly Rickmond, Kentucky to take on
jumped out to a 13-6 advantage but Eastern Kentucky. The Tigers rolled
then allowed the Broncos to score S over the Colonels in game one 15-1
straight points tightening the margin but surprisingly got beat 15-S in game
two. UOP, however, came on strong
at 13-11
"We just can't let up in the mid- to put EKU away 15-4 and 15-6 in the
dle of the match," said head coach final two games.
On Saturday Pacific travelled to
Terry Liskevych. "We're going to
have to play hard from the first point the football crazed city of Lexington,
to the last," he added. The Tigers did Kentucky. The school was in such a
manage to hold on as Robin Burn turmoil over their home football
served the final 2 points and Therese game that they couldn't get any
statisticians for the match. UOP
Boyle had the game ending kill.
It was an encouraging night for made it easy for Lady Kat fans by
more reasons than the victory, defeated 7th ranked Kentucky 15-8,
however. Last night marked the return 15-8 and 15-6.
"The whole squad played well
of Denise Jezycki who has been nursing a bad leg, and acording to but overall Robin Burns and Jan
Liskevych, Linda Vaughn is playing Saunders played the best ball,''
like she's at lOOOJo, she had an out- commented Liskevych.

Lexln ton KeatuckY Is where this yean
NCAA Fl:lils ~UI be held. Tbe Flaals will take
I
t the 13 000 seat Memorial Coliseum •••
p ace a
•
a1 1 Santa Clan
The Tlgen are aow lifetime II 85
1 d1
16-0 and Keatucky l-0. · · Jualor L n
Vau~h• Ia aow a lOO'Io alter •• earty _.on
shoulder lajury • • •
A Ia \
Sealor Cathy Lumb wu Ia Los nile
, thll week to have surgery performed 08 ber
k lth
aakle .. •
Sophomore Dealse Jezyckl Is bac w
the squad, after· a a Injury, briagiDII the teams
aumber hack to 9 · · •
UOP Is aow 66-9 lifetime Ia NORPac
play.'. Llskevych Is now 207-73 at UOP since
1976...
cal'
pACIFIC will take the road to face
1
aexl Tuesday for the beglnaiDII of period
.. here UOP wUI play 6 stnlght road matches.

Nor Pac dropped
UOP WhtCh JOined Nor-Cal conference (later changed to Nor Pac) as
a charter member in 1976-77 has
resigned its membership in. the conference due to financtal considerations. Athletic director Elkin
"Ike" Isaacs made the announment yesterday afternoon.
.
"As much as we regret partmg
with such a prestigious conference,
our program is unable to meet the
financial commitments it takes to
travel to the northern schools in the
Nor Pac,'' said Isaac.
"we
thoroughly enjoyed our association
with Nor Pac and we wish them the
continued success in the future.''
Other schools currently in the
Nor Pac conference include San Jose
State, . Santa Clara, University of
California, University of San Francisco and Fresno State. Plans to affiliate with another conference will be
made at a later date.

Jan Saunders shown h~re set~ing
in preparation for a T1ger sp1ke.

LEARNING

BLOCK?

YOU PROBABLY
DON'T HAVE ONE!
·Chances are.
your rusty skills

mean a
MEMORY BLOCK,
nat a learning blod<.
Let us help
"Bring it all bad<:

EDUCAnONAL CENTER
Tes1 Preparation Specialists
Since1938
For /nfO<motion, Please Cali:
81· 763-4800

SAVE UPTO 50%
ON YOUR LONG DISTANCE CALLS

e CALL ANYWHERE WITHIN THE USA
e F~EE CALLS IF LESS THAN 30 SECONDS
• LOWER RATES THAN OTtfEitCOM. ANI

~

CONTACT MAURICE OUR CAMPUS P EP.
(209) 957-6426 or 952-2787

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

LenBrea
BiHSimoni
602E.
Stockton.

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED- Cost is about the
same as a semester in a U.S. college: $3,189. Price
includes jet round trip to Seville from New York,
room, board, and tuition complete. Government
grants and loans available for eligible students.
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes four
hours a day, four days a week, four months. Earn
16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4 semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two Year time span).
Your Spanish studies will be enhanced by oppor-

tun~ties not available in a U.S. classroom.· Standardrz~d tests show our students' language skills
supen~r to students completing two year programs m U.S. Advanced courses also.

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER _ Feb. 1 _ June 1 /FALL
SEMESTER- Sept. 10 -Dec. 22 each year
FULLy ACCREDITED Christian College.

A Program of

~rinity

. For full information- write to:
2442 E. Coll1er S.E., Dept. F-1, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49SOS
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

JUNIORS IND SENIORS
$27,000 SCHOLARSHIPS
.
ENGINEERING, PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS
AND CHEMISTRY MAJORS
Why welt tlll ofte~ yO~ i~OGueto to got paid fo~
you~ skill•·
The ~•vv ~~clo•r Pcwor Progro• is
offering finonciol Jupport plus •11 •ctive outy
bonefits to front-running st~donts in tne ~jors
ll~ted Above.
No ~nifor•s, no h•irc~ts, no
ftdrills•" You ccntin~• to do your boat ea •
SLuaent free fro• Any dlstr•c~ions, And get p•id
far ltl
In •oaltlon. you •~• ~u•rentoed • ca.aisslcn •s on off!'•~ ln t~• n~cle•r ~•vy, incl~ding 0 f~ll ye•r of ~ost-wraau•le engineering
t~•ining.
~·~uiro~ents:
~•v• 3.0 o~ better in
tecnn!c•l cour!es. u.s. Cltiz•~- ~o ~ore ·~•~
..,., v••,.., old

YOI"''f"''l

~""•dueticn,

meleendtMWepoeftionlloper

Ul' TO $1,000 PER MONTH

OR MORE FOR 2 YEARSI
The Navy representative will be on campus on Tuesday, Oct. 4
at the placement office.
Stop by ... or contact: Larry Endacott call (collect) (916) 383-5387

NAVY OFFICERS GET USPONSI!ILITY fAST

~AN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?

Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say. "Dos Equis." After all, those
are fore1gn words. And anyone in colle e
knows people who wear stuff with foreFgn

d

·

2 minutes.

•

wo~ s a~d alhgato~s have good taste
E u?s or er your kind of good taste in Dos
q 1 sportswear today. And remember t
e~t hyour peanut ~utter and jelly sand- o
WIC es over the Sink.
C)

198lC.rwttfLI MottuurnloSA
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SPORTS
Poloists defeat Santa Barbara' in OT

By Kevin Messenger
Staff Writer

"We're ready to roll," said UOP
Dan Hollingsworth. And
they are, as the University of
pacific water polo team continues
make waves in their efforts to go
the NCAA title. After knocking
fourth ranked and previously unUSC last week, the Tigers
r~u.nwt:u with back-to-back wins over
ranked Stanford and third
Santa Barbara. UOP currenstands at 5-4 after the victory over
UCSB yesterday at the Tiger pool.
However, it should be noted, though,
that all four losses have come against
the nation's top four teams (Berkeley,
UCLA, UCSB, and USC).
Here's a recap of the Tigers'
week:
September 29--yesterday
UOPvs. UCSB
The Tigers came out aggressively
hown h
and ready to avenge an earlier 8-2
for a 11.ere set~ing oil! decision to the Gauchos two weeks
.._T';;i:;~:-:"~r·g•e•rs•p•r•ke~·-- ago. The Tigers opened quickly and
took an early 1-0 lead just three
minutes into the ooenin~t auarter on a
shot by Carl Gunn. With the help of
a Dan
with 2:00

r

left, UOP held a 2-1 first quarter advantage.
In the second period, the defense
was dominant. The tigers allowed a
Santa Barbara goal in the early stages
of the quarter, but put the clamps on
the Gauchos for the remainder of the
period. However, UOP failed to
score as well as a result of their own
ejections and turnovers.
After going down 3-2 on a UCSB
goal to open the 3rd, UOP scored two
Mike Haley goals to hold a 4-3 lead.
Haley knotted the score at 3-3 on a
four-meter shot with 3:03 left, and
put the Tigers in the lead with :25
remaining to take advantage of a
man-up situation.
UOP opened the fourth with
both momentum and another Gunn
score to put the Tigers up by two.
However, an easy final period was
not meant to be, as Pacific
surrendered two Santa Barbara goals
in the final three minutes to tie the
score at 5-S at the end of regulation.
UOP began the first threeminute overtime session by getting
the sprint and following it with
Hollingsworth's second goal of the
game. Victory appeared to be sealed,
but with ten seconds remaining, Mike

Haley was ejected, which resulted in a
UCSB tying goal with just five seconon the clock.
Forced into a second overtime,
the Tigers opened strong again. With
just 1:35 left in tne game,
Hollingsworth scored his third goahead goal of the afternoon, this time
it proved' to be the winner. With 25
seconds on the clock, Santa Barbara
called for a time-out, hoping to
regroup. However, their efforts were
stymied by Drew Henry's clutch steal
with ten seconds

in a triumphant last second goal by
CariGunn.
Again, as in the two previous
matches it was the Tiger defense that
kept them in the game when they
needed it the most. ''The defense was
very solid, we shut off a lot of their
main threats," commented coach
Dennis Nugent after the game. "It
was exciting bumping off the third
ranked team. It was especially nice to
beat them at home after losing to
them earlier," he added. As in the
two

'Ihe 'Yum 'Yum 'Tree
ORDERS CALLED IN ADVANCE WILL
BE READY WHEN YOU ARE!
We bake Croissants fresh daily.

FOR BEST RESULTS: When you take them home
we suggest that you warm them in a 400° oven for
2 minutes.

rrry our Croissant Samfwiclies
CECALLS

Serving Fresh Croissants and Frozen Yogurt

·~············

TH USA
30 ECONDS

Drew Henry makes a free throw is the double overtime victory over UCSB.

LEARNING
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_
Weekdays
Fri. & Sat.

• ·- "

Sunda~

HOURS""
7:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
7:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.
~:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.

By Barbara Allen
Staff Writer

The
UOP Men's
Soccer
teams will be looking for a
comeba~k back tonight against
San
Diego
nationally
ranked
State University·, after· losing their
league opener to San Jose State
University last Tuesday, 4-1.
According to head coach Bruce
Spaulding the game was lost in the

no1 a learntnq bfoct..
Let us help

Brong 11 all back

5757 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 477·5172
next to K-mart

Len Breakfield
Bill Simoni
602 E. Market
Stockton. Calif.

The Shamrock

466-5678
466-5679

In association with the
5th Rank NCAA UOP .
LADIES Tiger Softball Team.

Free Delivery
to UOP Students
6 PM to lOPM

TRY IT! YOIJ'LL LIKE IT!
13"

lo"

Med.

Large

X-Lar11e

$4.85
5 .75

$7 .00

$8 45
9 . /5

10"
2 Topping
3 Topping

6.15
6.00

The Shamrock

7 .80
8.40
8.00

16 oz .
Pepsi
Pepsi Light
Sprite
Orange
Rootbeer

10.75

9 45

Ice Tea

Choice ofT oppings
Salami

Pepperoni

4

Musnrooms

Olives

Bellpepper

Anchovtes

the hands of a team that UOP hadn't
beaten in recent years. Said Dan
Hollingsworth, whose three goal put
the Tigers in the lead each time, "We
have a new attitude, we're gonna get
'em! We're ready to roll."
Saturday, September 24
UOP vs. Stanford
The
Tigers
were
clearly
dominant from the opening sprint until Drew Henry's second goal with
4:20 remaining in the fourth period,
giving UOP the 8-3 victory.• The victory over Stanford gave the Tigers
their second win in a~ many weeks
against a Pac-10 powerhotise,USC
being last week's victim. AC<:9rding
to· coach Dennis Nugent, the Tigers
had not beaten Stanford in'at least 10
years.
Pacific won the opening sprint
and with just 25 seconds gone, the
Tigers were rolling as Mike Haley
.scored the first of his two goals to
give UOP a 1-0 advantage.
The second quarter began in
much the same fashion. This time, it
was Carl Gunn providing the
fireworks when, with just 20 seconds
elapsed, he made the color 2-zip.
Goals by Dan Hollingsworth and
Drew Heney, and one Stanford goal
made the score 4-1 at the half.
In the third, it was UOP again,
this time outscoring Stanford 2-1 on
two Kevin Hernandez goals, making
it 6-2.
Aside from the outstanding offensive effort, the Tigers were led on
defense by goalie Mike Ennis who
had a season-high . 10 saves. The
defensive effort was evident as Stanford was unable to capitalize on eight
UOP ejections. The Tiger defense
• held Stanford scoreless in the first
i quarter despite playing two men
: down jlt one point. "The defense was
i exceptional, and again, we had a
balanced scoring attack," said
Nugent. "The team was solid all the
way through," he added.

Soccer seeks win

BLOCK?

YOU PROBABLY
DON"T HAVE ONE!
Chanc.esare
your ru~ly Sktlls
mean a
MEMORY BLOCK.

: Now serving Espresso and Cappuccino :

·'

.50

Onions
and Pineapple & Ham

"Eat 'Em Up"

first half when UOP, ahead 1-{),
received a red-card on Geoff Storey
and was forced to play the rest of the
match short one man.
"We took ourselves out of it,"
Spaulding stated. "You can't play a
team of this caliber with ten men.
Because of one stupid act we losL"'
The game was tied 1-1 at halftime, but San Jose exploded late in
the second with three more goals.
Two of those goals were made on
direct kicks called for fouls against
the Tigers.
. Tonight's game in Tiger Stadium ·
against San Diego will be eltpecially
interesting for UOP's Lee Geary.
Geary, once a member of the San
Diego State squad claims he's been
vengefully waiting for a chance to
retaliate a.Rainst his ex-teammates.
"It's going to be a tough game,"
Geary stated as coach Spaultling
nodded in agreement. "They're a
damn good team.'' •
Following San Diego State, the
Tige~;s have a break until they travel
to San Francisco on the 7th of October and take on USF. The Tigers
are home only three times i~ the entire month of October. Following
their game against USF, Pacific
travels to Santa Clara, returns home
with San Francisco State, takes on
Stanford and closes out the month
with contests against Cal-Poly Fullerton State and UNLV. USF, Santa
Clara, and Stanford are all league
games.
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An Immaculate Coed Facility
GOLDS GYM IN .CONJUNCTION WITH UOP IS OFFERING
.
A SPECIAt STUDENT PACKAGE

To24this
point the
Tigers
.gsc:ore:a
cumulative
goals
duringhave
the
and have allowed only seven
the nine games including the
or;;·n.•u"'"" contest.
NOTES:
•on September lJrd, the Tigers were shut-out
by Cal State Domlnguu Hills, 1.0.
*Lee Geary was the lone scorer for Padflc
against San Jose. Dalton Dnvalasalsted.
*The ejection of Storey In the San Jose game
was the second of the year for UOP. Sakarla
Yahaya received a red-card against Santa Barbara, a came the Tlaen lost, l-1.
*Pacific now holds aa overall record of !1-4,
. and are O-lin league play •
·*The Tlgen wUI have a week off before
traveling to the Unlvenlty of San Francisco on
October 7 for a 7:30 p._m. !lame.

50%0FF
Professional Instruction
The Newest Hi-Tech Equipment
8,000 lbs. Free Weights
Co·Ed Aerobics Workout

FORON·Lv

$75.00

Exercycles
Mini·Tramps
Sauna
Sun Bed Available
Mens & Womens Locke_r Rooms

Phone: . 473-0226

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
MON-FRI, SAT till 5pm

S N

Toning & Firming
Weight Training, Personal
Weight Loss - Proven Methods
Lean Weight Gain
Bodybuilding- Of Course!
Powerlifting & Olympic Ufting
Power Alley
Health Products/Snack Bar
Sportswear Boutique

Sports
Update
.Winning Start
UOP's golf team has begun its
1983 Fall Season in a fashion
similar to last Spring, a second
place finish to UCLA in the Wolfpack Classic in Lake Tahoe September 26 and 27.
Pacific's Jeff Wilson successfully defended his individual
title with rounds of 73-73 to defeat
Jay Walkinshaw of USF.
-Originally scheduled for 54
holes, two rounds at Edgewood
and one round at Incline Village,
the tournament was shortened to
36 holes because of rain. Both
rounds were held at Edgewood.
But
Pacific
made
its
traditional second round charge
with a 384 to finish seven shots
· behind UCLA and five shots ahead
of UNR. USIU was fourth and
Fresno was fifth.
Wilson's opening 73 put him
one shot behind Kirk Triplett's,
Reno, 72. Brad Bell, UCLA, and
Shell Joyner, Oregon, were both at
74.

Football standing
Cal-State Fullerton
Fresno State
San Jose State
UN Las Vegas
CSU Long Beach
Utah State
Pacific

w

L
0
0
0

2

1

1
1
0
0
0

1

1
1
2

All-American tight end Tony
Camp will be red-shirted this season
due to a severe third-degree hamstring pull... Camp will have to wait
until next season because to the alltime leading Tiger receiver.
Penthml~f> ma~:l7inP has listed
the UOP Tigers a<; one nf the 20 worst
college football teams in America

for 1983-84. Last year Playboy
magazine predicted the Tigers would
win the PCAA ahead of San Jose
State.

Hutchings to fight
Fred Hutchings,
ranked
seventh in the world in the junior
middleweight division will be
fighting this Saturday afternoon in
the A.G. Spanos Center beginning
at 5:00 p.m. Hutchings will be
taking on Buster Drayton who is
16-0. The bout is nationally
televised and tickets range from
$25.00 ringside to $10.00 in the ·
upper concourse.

Field hockey loses
After a successful weekend on
the East Coast last weekend, the
tides turned for UOP's field
hockey team as they lost 2-1 to
nationally ranked San Jose State
Wednesday. Tomorrow the team
travels to Chico State.
In their first home game of the
season, the team found themselves
dominated by the quick San Jose
team ranked fourth in the country.
UOP, however, fared well in comparison to previous victims of the
Spartans, who avetage four goals
per game. San Jose score~ first
with a penalty stroke 23 mmutes
into the game. They let only 1:33
go by in the second half before
scoring again.
UOP pulled itself together in
the second half and freshman Lisa
Bocchino was able to score. But
the game ended before a tying goal
could be made.

FREE
10 Gante Token

i
~
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with any Lar1e Pizza

Not valid with deliveries
or other promotions. ~~
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SPOR·TS

Frustrated Tigers lose ho~u~Krrby~ei~~~~~:~7~:
By Dave Rosselli

of the penalties coming at cntlcal
points in the game when Pacific
was threatening to score.
About the only bn'ght spot in
the ballgame was at the running
back position where Kirby Warren
rushed for an incredible 191 yards
on 34 carn'es. "I've felt all along
that we could run the football."
said head coach Bob Cope. "Kirby Warren and James MacKey are
firebacks and are offensive line
has done a good job backing
people," he added. "There's no telling
how many yards we would have
had it hadn't been for the
penalties and crucial turnovers."
Here's an-·in depth look at the
scoring.
UOP vs. Fresno State
The Bulldogs dominated the
first half of play as Rocky Costello
kicked things off with a 27-yard
field goal at 10:30 of the first
period, followed by a Ken
Williams 1-yard plunge that gave

Spons Edllor

The UOP T1'gers football
squad took another d1've towards
the cellar of the PCAA conference
last Saturday evening, losing to the
Fresno State Bulldogs 34-14 in
front of 16,2~4 fru'itrated spectaton at Pacific stadium.
1 he 11gers, who now have
dropped to a humiliating 0-2 conference 1ecord, defeated themselves in this contest picking up 13
penalties for 136 yards. A number

Fresno a 10-0 first quarter advantage.
It was all Fresno State in the
second period as the Tigers con· pena1tles
· and
tinued to comm1t
turn the ball over. Rocky Costello
was again in the spotlight as he
connected on one of the longest
field goals of his career, a 49· h 13:33 remammg
· · in
yarder and w1t
the first half the Bulldogs had
jumped to a l3-0 lead. The key
play of the ballgame came just
before the end of the first half as
quarterback Rich Pelletier and
runningback
James
MacKey
missed connecti'ons on a hand-off
and Fresno st. recovered the fum-

b1e on the T1ger 28 yard hne. Fr~m
that p6int on it was all down hil~.
Fresno St. quarteback Ke~m
sweeny, (son of head coach J1m
sweeny) used only 30 seconds
to
.
strike again as Larry Wilhs was on
the oppoiite end of a Sweeny toss
of 14 yards and for all practical
purposes the ballgarne was out of
reach at halftime 20-0.
The Tigers did a good job
defensively in the 3rd period
·allowing only 7 points against the
explosive Bulldog offense, an 18yard scoring strike from Sweeny to
his favorite target Larry Willis.
Pacific finally broke the plane of
the goal with 10:01 in quarter

from 2 yards out and the Tblgerds
the
oar
had 7 points on .
'ntfollowing
a
Scott
Kinney
pol
ft t
hdown
a er-The
ouc4th penod
·.
was 0 f little
significance as both teams scoredt
L
f om a yard ou
once.
eong
r
ft E nc
·
f
h Tom
T'
'th 12·43le
or t e lgers W1
:
ff · h
Redwoood.
thingsw1t
~ h W1S·2t8
d d capped
f Fresno
a 1-yar lVe or
. al ·
to go in the ballg~e. 14Fm score
34
Fresno ST.
PacifiC '

Cal-State Fullerton Preview
What would

way in 1983. The Titans have
d h
a long way an
ave
progressed
under
<:Jane
·
The T1tans
directton.
find themselves at 2-0 and
the division. Fullerton "'"·
""'~~
0 ff
multiple pro-set
Aguilar ense
th and a
defense. Joe
• e Trtana
American middle
D guard
All Will "·
ut
key to giving anon
er time to
throw the football against a,..~
Vol. 74.
Tiger secondary. Th~ ballgliJle~l.---~~::::::::'l
be played at Anahelm Stadi11111
Southern California, tip-off I
p.m.
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MEMORY BLOCK,
not a learn~~>g block.
Let us help

Bnng Hall back."

3 - Salad Plate & Soup

1 - Salad Bar & Soup
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to a relaxed lunch in
~.;:;;;;;._,;:;;~~~the Redwood Room.
Enjoy our daily
specia1s, delicious
&
cheesecake and
freshly ground coffee.
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2 - Sandwich & Soup
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4 - Entree, Soup
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No Asia trip

5- Dessert
~I

&Ice Creams
University Plaza
Students and Staff
.1 0 percent ott

IXl

menu
Full lunch

fresh pies
and soda
fountain

Arms ta\

®

All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend Of Sauce
and Real Cheese
Our Superb
~~
Cheese Pizza
~
12" Cheese $4.45
16" Cheese $6.60
Domino's Deluxe
5 items for the price of 4
Pepperoni, Mushrooms
Onions, Green Pepper;
and Sausage
12" Deluxe $ 7.85
16" Deluxe $11.60

Don't wait in sloW lines
for fast food.
Domino's Pizza welcomes
you back to campus. For
over 20 years we've been
delivering hot, tasty pizzas
to hungry students across
America.
The best part (besides
the pizza!) is that you
don't have to wait in line.
So why wait! Call us
with "your order and relax.

Domino's Pizza Delivers...

~

I

Price Destroyer"'
Limited portions of 9
items for the price of 5
. Pepperoni, Ham, Ground
Beef, Sausage Black
Olives, Green Peppers
Onions, Mushrooms a~d
Extra Cheese
12" Price Destroyer'" $ 8 70
16" Price Destroyer'" $12:85

r------3c,-----~-,

:I

1
Call Us!

I

1

1

Fast, Free Delivery'"
4343 Pacific Ave.
·
St~ckton (Also serving
Un1v. of the Pacific)

952-6464
Hours:
4:30pm-1 am Sun.-Thurs.
4:30pm-2am Fri. & Sat.

minutes :I
or free!
1

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers.™
Additional Items
P~pperoni

Mushrooms
Ham
Onions
Pineapple
Green Peppers
Black Olives
Sausage
Ground Beef
Tomatoes
Double Cheese
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .85 per item
16" pizza $1.25 per item
Coia Available!
Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.
Call. us to see If you
are '" our delivery area.
Drivers carry tess
than $20.00.
~ 1983 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

.
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r------------

$J.SO ~

If Y.o ur ~iz~a does not 1
arnve wtthm 30 minutes,I
present this coupon to
t~e driver for a free

I

I
$1,.50 off any
I
2-ltem or more pizza
On~ coupon per pizz.a I
I
Expires. 1 0 -1 6-8 3

PIZZa.

One coupon per oizza
Exptres: 10-16-B3
Fast, Free Delivery'·
4343 Pacific Ave
Phone: 952·64s4

,
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Fast, Free Delivery~
4343 Pacific Ave
Phone: 952-64&4
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